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About Multi-Device Version of the NBody Simulation Sample

NBody algorithm, used in this sample, is straightforward each-to-each approach. This version of demo, demonstrated at Siggraph 2012, targets both Intel CPU and Intel® HD Graphics OpenCL* devices and also enables utilization of both devices with load-balancing. The NBody sample demonstrates advantages of heterogeneous execution, through the example of simultaneous utilization of CPU and Intel HD Graphics OpenCL devices.

The automatic load-balancing approach is exactly the same as in multi-device version of the Tone Mapping SDK sample. Specifically it relies on the coarse-grain job splitting that tracks some short history to adapt to the changing speed of devices, for example, due to Turbo frequency changes. Also quite similar optimizations to resource sharing were applied to this sample.

The GUI also enables to perform manual load-balancing and compare results with "native" implementations of the same NBody algorithm, for example OpenCL version and the version in openmp+intrinsics.

Introduction

This sample demonstrates simultaneous utilization of Intel CPU and Intel HD Graphics OpenCL devices through the example of NBody algorithm. Intel OpenCL implementation enables interacting with Intel HD Graphics and CPU devices by use of Common Runtime. Refer to the Optimization guide for more information.

You can also create a “shared” context for both devices, to provide resource sharing between devices. Since the OpenCL specification 1.2 does not assume any “shared queue”, the sample logic manages the job distribution for the devices.

Motivation

Simultaneous execution on both Intel CPU and Intel HD Graphics devices requires proper synchronization, for example for operations with shared resources. It is also important to follow certain alignment recommendations to get true resource sharing between devices. The sample demonstrates basic approaches to both tasks.

Static work assignment for the devices might result in lower overall performance. The sample demonstrates a strategy for adaptive work partition between the devices (command queues).

General optimization strategy for a heterogeneous application is to maximize the utilization of the underlying devices by keeping them busy most of the time. It is important to avoid transfer latencies. The sample implements basic flip-flop technique when output buffer from the first frame becomes the input buffer for the next frame, and so on, resulting in eliminating any copies between frames.

Similarly the memory objects are also efficiently shared between CPU and Intel HD Graphics OpenCL devices. Refer to the Optimization Guide for more information.

Hardware Considerations

The goal of the sample is to demonstrate heterogeneous execution on both CPU and Intel HD Graphics devices. Thus to be able to use Intel® HD Graphics device separately or in heterogeneous CPU+GPU mode, run the sample on the 3rd Generation Intel® Core™ Processors.

On lower versions of Intel Core Processors supported by the SDK, only CPU OpenCL device is available. See the User’s Guide and the Release Notes for the list of supported platforms.

The sample does not work on other vendors CPUs.
You can evaluate performance of ATI* OpenCL implementation on a system with Intel CPU. To evaluate GPU performance of ATI OpenCL implementation, plug in a discrete ATI graphics card into a system with Intel CPU. You can also evaluate heterogeneous CPU+GPU performance for this particular setup. But this hardware configuration is not optimized and may result in lower performance.

**Right Way to Study the Sample**

Running single device cases is conceptually identical, while the case of a shared context is different. Consider stepping through an application in debugger to understand its basic logic, including creation of shared context, resources and initialization routine, also refer to the `iNBody::Setup()` function. For splitting the job between the devices, firing the tasks and synchronization for results refer to the `ExecuteNBodyKernel` function, which is good starting point.

You can study “native” implementations of the same algorithm and capture the resulted performance to compare the results before walking through the code of `Execute_NBody_C_Parallel` or `Execute_NBody_SSE_Parallel` functions.

Also try manual load-balancing and various visualization modes for better understanding of the sample algorithm.

Refer to the multi-device version of the Tone-Mapping sample and Optimization Guide for more information.

Refer to the “Controlling the Sample” section to study single- and multi-device cases.

**Understanding OpenCL* Performance Characteristics**

The actual benefit of using both devices depends on several factors. First is the relative speed of underlying devices: comparative numbers for different processors in and relative benefits of using both CPU and Intel HD Graphics devices simultaneously. Generally, the more similar the performance of the devices, the more gains you get when using both of them. Another important factor is application characteristics like fraction of parallel work, data dependencies and requirements for synchronization.

The sample outputs resulting fps, which includes rendering and synchronizations. To understand whether computations scale well with respect to multiple device usage, use tools or refer to the OpenCL* profiling events, associated with kernel execution. Alternatively, increase number of bodies to simulate by use of a slider in UI. The higher is the number of bodies, the closer the speed of heterogeneous mode to the plain sum of the devices. As rendering and various synchronizations do not scale, so larger amount of computations amortizes them better; and the more computations, the better is the scalability with respect to using both devices.

To understand performance characteristics, consider the following experiments:

- Disable simulation and check what the rendering contribution to a frame cost breakdown is. For more information refer to the Controlling the Sample section.
- Make the number of simulated bodies small in either mode (CPU-only, GPU-only or CPU+GPU), so that execution takes less time. What is important is the difference between fps for the smallest number of bodies and fps for the case when simulation is completely disabled, so OpenCL code pass is completely eliminated. This difference exactly counts overheads associated with OpenCL. These overheads drag down the speedup of heterogeneous mode.
- For CPU+GPU case, increase the number of simulated bodies to improve amortization of overheads, and check how close you can get to the theoretical peak of ideal performance aggregation of the devices.
- Track the overall time like the sample does by measuring FPS. The overall time includes all overheads, transfers and rendering but not the speedup of the kernel itself, which is tracked separately, for example, for computing the job splitting ratio. Difference between “pure kernel” speedup and overall speedup might indicate any inefficiency, related, for example, to additional synchronization and/or resource sharing.
- Try manual load-balancing and compare results to automatic load-balancer.
- For your convenience the application reports current FPS and also tracks maximum value achieved. You can reset the latter value through GUI.
Future Work and Potential Enhancements

Current job splitting strategy keeps the devices loaded by keeping execution time for each device approximately the same. It is also important to minimize the overall execution time. For example, an advanced load-balancer would move the entire job to the faster device if heterogeneous mode is slower than single-device case. Then the load-balancer would perform some probing to check if it is beneficial to switch back to heterogeneous mode.

You may also want to implement power-aware load-balancing approach.

Even though the major pieces of the processed data are shared between CPU and Intel HD Graphics devices, still part of memory (bodies positions) are copied to DirectX* structures for rendering. You can avoid this overhead by sharing this data between DirectX and OpenCL.

You can try different load-balancing schemes, like finer-grain, which is splitting job into more than two pieces. Refer to the Optimization Guide for details.

You can also try multi-threading approach, when you dedicate a physical CPU core for scheduling. The device fission extension reserves a core for scheduling GPU tasks. This might prevent GPU starvation in certain cases.

Reference (Native) Implementation

Multiple reference implementations, which range between single-threated code and multi-threaded code in SSE, are available in Execute_NBody_XXX() routines of NBody.cpp file. Also there is a validation routine in Execute_NBody_Validate, which you can trigger by use of command-line option.

Controlling the Sample

The command-line argument that triggers kernel results validation routine is “-v”.

Following are available GUI controls in groups (refer to the numbers in Figure 1):

1. General DirectX application controls:
   - Full-screen mode
   - Rendering device settings
   - Device selection (for rendering)
2. Simulation checkbox that stops NBody simulation, but does not affect rendering.
3. Drop-down list of Devices available for the selected platform.
4. Enabling manual Load-Balancing, the mode when you specify the ratio to split the jobs between devices with the slider.
5. Workgroup (local) size selection slider, ranging between 1 and 512.
6. Optimization method:
   - "native" implementations that run on CPU-only (C and SSE)
   - OpenCL for which you can select the device(s).
7. OpenCL platform (provider) selection. You can select between Intel and other vendors’ implementations installed on your system.
8. Number of bodies selection slider.
9. Visualization mode:
   - Random coloring of the particles
   - Split visualization mode, when particles colors depend on the device, which simulates them.
10. Application tracks current and maximum fps. You can reset maximum FPS by clicking **Reset Max. FPS** button. It might be convenient in case you increase the number of simulated bodies.

11. To reset camera position, click the **Reset** button.

---
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